EdgeX Foundry Core Working Group
(not system management and UI)

6/10/21

Attendees:

Others may have been in attendance after roll was captured.

Agenda

Old
- Ireland tasks updates (Cloud, Lenny)
- CLI update (Siggi)
- UI Update (Jim)
- ADR review (postponed for future meeting)

New
- SMA POST operation: https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/3501#issuecomment-850670314
- Next week’s meeting cancelled

Old Business

Ireland

Update from Cloud:
- Completed all major implementation tasks
- All tests for APIs done (with exception of a couple of PRs to be approved)
- V1 Clean up (Lenny)
  - Clean up of code (v1 code removal like v2/v2 namespaces)
  - System management - PR out yesterday
  - Last thing: propagate core contracts through everything
- Enabling TAF with Snaps
- Anything going to slip?: improvement of device-mqtt might slip (to use single MQTT broker to multiple devices), but this is independent item that can release anytime.
- Documentation - NSTR
- CLI update to V2 (Siggi) - update coming for F2F
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- **Kubernetes** - NSTR
- **UI** - VMWare - might be done 30th
- Core Data Subscribe receives own messages published to message bus (3497)
  - Lenny trying separate topic approach
  - Prefix for topics to add “/core” ; same on Device Services to add “/device”
  - App services already use a wildcard
  - All resolved
- Kong still connected to original Docker container (403) - Fixed

**ADR Review** - postponed until after Ireland

- **ADR metrics collection**
- **ADR UoM**

**New Business**

- Jim out next Thursday/Friday. Cancelling the Core WG meeting next week.
- SMA POST operation: https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-go/pull/3501#issuecomment-850670314
  - Decision: add static “edgex-“ prefix to service key for SMA (Jim to create a the new issue - #3559 )
  - Lenny notes app service container names in compose files to change to align to docker names (Lenny to create the issue and handle)
  - Jim to provide CHANGELOG.md to all go-mod repositories as well as edgex-go.
  - Decisions:
    - Reference the go-mod change log from appropriate service Changelogs (like the edgex-go Changelog)
      - Put reference to the modules at the top of the Changelogs
    - The heading of the Changelog should be name of the module/service and hyperlink to the module or service
    - Not worthy of the notation in changelogs:
      - Take deps out
      - Take out vanilla messages like “Adjusted missing V2 in remaining paths” or “Addressed PR comments from Jim Wang”
      - Take out all the “upgrades”
    - Try to attach each log entry to *all*, *command*, etc.
    - Keep breaking change notes
    - Keep all the release details (for past releases)
    - Do go-mod changelogs first and get those committed in their repos (this week) since there are no changes remaining in these areas
    - Work on changelogs for the services next week and reference the go-mods
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○ Topic for planning meeting: how to improve commit messaging to make changelogs better